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THE FUNK AND HILBERT GEOMETRIES FOR SPACES
OF CONSTANT CURVATURE
ATHANASE PAPADOPOULOS AND SUMIO YAMADA
Abstract. The goal of this paper is to introduce and study analogues
of the Euclidean Funk and Hilbert metrics on open convex subsets Ω
of hyperbolic or spherical spaces. At least at a formal level, there are
striking similarities among the three cases: Euclidean, spherical and
hyperbolic. We start by defining non-Euclidean analogues of the Eu-
clidean Funk weak metric and we give three distinct representations of
it in each of the non-Euclidean cases, which parallel the known situation
for the Euclidean case. As a consequence, all of these metrics are shown
to be Finslerian, and the associated norms of the Finsler metrics are
described. The theory is developed by using a set of classical trigono-
metric identities on the sphere Sn and the hyperbolic space Hn and
the definition of a cross ratio on the non-Euclidean spaces of constant
curvature. This in turn leads to the concept of projectivity invariance
in these spaces. We then study the geodesics of the Funk and Hilbert
metrics. In the case of Euclidean (respectively spherical, hyperbolic)
geometry, the Euclidean (respectively spherical, hyperbolic) geodesics
are Funk and Hilbert geodesics. Natural projection maps that exist be-
tween the spaces Rn, Hn and the upper hemisphere demonstrate that
the theories of Hilbert geometry of convex sets in the three spaces of
constant curvature are all equivalent. The same cannot be said about
the Funk geometries.
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1. Introduction
Given a bounded open convex subset Ω of a Euclidean space, D. Hilbert
proposed in [9] (1895) a natural metric HΩ(x, y) = H(x, y) on Ω, now called
the Hilbert metric. It is defined for x 6= y in Ω as the logarithm of the cross
ratio of the quadruple (x, y, b(x, y), b(y, x)), where b(x, y) is the point where
the ray from x through y hits the boundary of Ω. This defines a metric on
Ω, which is Finslerian and projective. We recall that a Finslerian metric on
Ω (or, more generally, on a differentiable manifold) is determined by a norm
on each tangent space in such a way that the distance between two point in
Ω is equal to the infimum of lengths of paths joining them, where the length
of a path is computed by integrating along it the norms of vectors tangent
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to this path. This norm function is usually called the Minkowski functional
of the metric. We also recall that a metric on a subset of Euclidean space is
said to be projective if Euclidean straight lines are geodesics for that metric.
The open unit disc in Rn equipped with its Hilbert metric H(x, y) is
a prominent example of a projective metric, since it is Klein’s model of
hyperbolic n-space, and it was the motivating example for Hilbert when he
defined his metric for more general convex sets.
The value H(x, y) of the Hilbert metric on Ω can be written, for x 6= y,
as
log
|x− b(x, y)||y − b(y, x)|
|y − b(x, y)||x− b(y, x)| = log
|x− b(x, y)|
|y − b(x, y)| + log
|y − b(y, x)|
|x− b(y, x)| .
P. Funk [7] looked at the first term of the right hand side of the above
equation as a kind of metric, even though it is not symmetric in x and y.
This is now called the Funk metric. The reader is referred to Funk’s paper
[7] and to the papers [13, 14] for some historical and technical background
on the Funk metric.
More generally, given a set X, we can consider functions δ : X × X →
R+ ∪ {∞} satisfying the following two properties:
(1) δ(x, x) = 0 for all x in X ;
(2) δ(x, z) ≤ δ(x, y) + δ(y, z) for all x, y and z in X.
In [13], such a function δ is named weak metric. Note that in this definition
neither the symmetry δ(x, y) = δ(y, x) nor the nondegeneracy
(
δ(x, y) =
0 ⇒ x = y) are assumed. A weak metric may be Finslerian in the sense
that it is induced by a weak norm on each tangent space in the same way
as a genuine metric can be Finslerian. Here, a weak norm on a vector space
is a function ξ 7→ ‖ξ‖ satisfying
(1) ‖0‖ = 0 ;
(2) ξ 7→ ‖ξ‖ is convex.
For brevity, we shall call a weak metric a metric, and when such a function
does or does not satisfy the other axioms satisfied by a metric, we shall
mention it explicitly whenever this is needed.
We recall that Hilbert’s Fourth Problem from the collection of mathe-
matical problems he presented in 1900 at the Second International Congress
of Mathematicians in Paris, is entitled: “Problem of the straight line as
the shortest distance between two points.” Hilbert elaborates on this state-
ment in [10], and he also places the problem in a historical perspective.
Mathematicians however agree on the fact that Hilbert’s formulation of the
problem is rather vague, which makes this problem (like several others in
Hilbert’s collection), admit several different precise formulations and there-
fore several possible solutions. A possible (and probably the most common)
formulation of that problem is in two parts, as follows: (1) to characterize
the metrics on subsets of Euclidean space for which the Euclidean straight
lines are geodesics, and (2) to study such metrics individually. (We note by
the way that the axioms of a metric space as we intend it today had not
been formulated at the time Hilbert proposed his problems; they were given
later on by Maurice Fre´chet in his thesis (1907).)
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Herbert Busemann, who spent much of his career engaged with that prob-
lem, gave it the following formulation (see [6]), which is close to the one we
gave above: “The fourth problem concerns the geometries in which the ordi-
nary lines, i.e. lines of an n-dimensional (real) projective space Pn or pieces
of them are the shortest curves or geodesics. Specifically, Hilbert asks for the
construction of these metrics and the study of the individual geometries.”
For the Funk and the Hilbert metrics in hyperbolic and in spherical geom-
etry, we shall see the non-Euclidean geodesics are geodesics for these metrics.
It is then natural to address the question of considering Hilbert Problem IV
in these non-Euclidean settings, that is, the problem of characterizing and
of studying individually the metrics on subsets of the sphere and on sub-
sets of hyperbolic space for which the spherical and the hyperbolic straight
lines respectively are geodesics. We shall see that these problems amount to
the Euclidean problem. A related fact is that despite of the lack of linear
structure in the hyperbolic and spherical geometries, when it comes to the
geometry of Hilbert metrics, one can still capture the projective geometry
and the so-called incidence geometry in a manner almost identical to the
one in the Euclidean situation, from the viewpoint of convex geometry. We
further remark that the projective structure only appears in the geometry
of Hilbert metrics, and not in that of Funk metrics.
The authors would like to thank Norbert A’Campo for sharing his enthu-
siasm and ideas.
2. The Funk metric in Euclidean space
First we collect some known facts about the Funk and Hilbert metrics
defined on convex subsets of Euclidean spaces. We set the presentation in
[13] as our reference for the Funk and Hilbert metrics, and we also refer to
the first part of the paper [17].
Let Ω be an open convex subset of Euclidean space Rn. Note that we
allow Ω to be unbounded.
There are three different descriptions of the Funk metric. The first one is
the original definition which we already referred to:
F1(x, y) = log
d(x, b(x, y))
d(y, b(x, y))
,
for x 6= y in Ω, the point b(x, y) being the intersection point of the Euclidean
ray {x+ tξxy : t > 0} from x though y with the boundary ∂Ω when such an
intersection point exists, ξxy being the unit tangent vector in R
n pointing
from x to y. In the case where the Euclidean ray {x + tξxy : t > 0} is
contained in Ω (and therefore does not intersect the boundary), we set the
distance F1(x, y) to be 0. This makes the function (x, y) 7→ F1(x, y) defined
on the whole set Ω× Ω and continuous with respect to the topology of Rn.
The second description is the variational interpretation of the above value
using the geometry of supporting hyperplanes; we set:
F2(x, y) = sup
pi∈P
log
d(x, pi)
d(y, pi)
,
where P is the set of all supporting hyperplanes of Ω. This is given in [17].
In the literature, a variational characterization of Hilbert metrics appears in
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the work of Nussbaum ([12], 1988), where the supporting hyperplanes are
treated as the elements of the dual space; note that the Funk metric was
not mentioned in that work.
Finally, the Finsler structure pΩ,x(ξ) of the Funk metric is given by the
following function (the Minkowski functional) on vectors ξ at each tangent
space to Ω at x:
pΩ,x(ξ) = sup
pi∈P
〈νpi(x), ξ〉
d(x, pi)
.
This is a weak norm on each tangent space which is defined so that the Funk
distance is described as the infimum of lengths of curves:
F3(x, y) = inf
σ
∫ b
a
pΩ,σ(t)(σ˙(t))dt,
the infimum being taken over the piecewise C1-curves σ in Ω with σ(a) = x
and σ(b) = y.
We emphasize that for a convex domain Ω ⊂ Rn, the three quantities
F1(x, y), F2(x, y), F3(x, y) are all equal to each other, and we set
F (x, y) := F1(x, y) = F2(x, y) = F3(x, y)
for every x and y in Ω.
The aim of this paper is to consider Funk-like metrics in non-Euclidean
geometries: hyperbolic and spherical. Formally, the exposition is very sim-
ilar in the two cases. We shall first give an exposition of the theory in the
case of the n-dimensional hyperbolic space and we shall then mention the
changes needed for the case of spherical geometry.
3. The hyperbolic and spherical Funk metrics
3.1. The hyperbolic Funk metric. Given an open convex set Ω in Hn,
we shall define a Funk-type metric (which we shall call the Funk metric of
Ω), and provide three descriptions of it corresponding to F1, F2 and F3 of
the Euclidean Funk metric case.
We shall also study the geodesics of this metric. We recall that a path
s : [a, b]→ (X, d) in a metric space (X, d) is said to be geodesic when for any
a < t < b, the equality d(s(a), s(t))+ d(s(t), s(b)) = d(s(a), s(b)) is satisfied.
We start by representing the convex set Ω as ∩pi(b)∈PHpi(b) where Hpi(b) is
the (open) half space bounded by a totally geodesic hyperplane touching Ω
at the boundary point b and containing the convex set Ω. In analogy with
the Euclidean situation, we call these submanifolds supporting hyperplanes
of Ω. The index set P is the set of all supporting hyperplanes of Ω. That for
every boundary point p there exists a supporting hyperplane pi(b) follows
from the definition of convexity of Ω. In general, there can be more than
one supporting hyperplane of Ω at p ∈ ∂Ω. For later use, we denote by P(b)
the set of supporting hyperplanes at b ∈ ∂Ω. We denote by d the hyperbolic
metric in Hn.
Given two distinct points x and y in a convex set Ω, we denote by
R(x, y) = {expx(tξxy) | t > 0} the geodesic ray starting at x and pass-
ing through y and where, as in the Euclidean case, ξxy is the unit tangent
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vector at x of the arc-length parameterized geodesic in Hn connecting x and
y.
Definition 3.1. For a pair of points x and y in Ω ⊂ Hn, the Funk (asym-
metric) distance from x to y is defined by
F (x, y) =

log
sinh d(x, b(x, y))
sinh d(y, b(x, y))
if x 6= y and R(x, y) ∩ ∂Ω 6= ∅,
0 otherwise
where the point b(x, y) is the intersection with the boundary ∂Ω of the
hyperbolic geodesic ray R(x, y) from x though y.
We shall see below that the function F satisfies indeed the triangle in-
equality.
We will consider only the case where the ray R(x, y) is not contained in
Ω. The other case can be dealt with easily.
We first recall a classical trigonometric identity on the hyperbolic plane
H2. For a given hyperbolic right triangle △(A,B,C) with angles α, β, γ with
γ = pi/2 and with side lengths a, b and c opposite to the vertices A,B and
C respectively, we have
sinh b = sinh c sin β.
The formula is a special case of the Sine Rule which is recalled in the Ap-
pendix.
Note that a Euclidean right triangle with corresponding labelling would
satisfy b = c sin β and we have here an instance of a correspondence which
often occurs between the Euclidean and the hyperbolic trigonometric formu-
lae where the hyperbolic formulae are obtained by replacing the side lengths
by the hyperbolic sines of these lengths, and similar transformations. (See
as an example the Sine Rule in the Appendix.) Choosing a point A′ on the
side c and letting C ′ be its nearest point projection on the side a, we have
another right triangle △(A′, B,C ′) with angles α′, β, γ′, with γ′ = pi/2, and
with side lengths a′, b, c′ opposite to the vertices A′, B and C ′ respectively,
satisfying
sinh b′ = sinh c′ sin β.
As the ratios sinh b/ sinh c and sinh b′/ sinh c′ are equal to sinβ, we shall say
that the two triangles △(A,B,C) and △(A′, B,C ′) are similar with the side
lengths being weighted by the sinh function.
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We now let pi0 be a supporting hyperplane for Ω at b(x, y), namely, pi0 ∈
P(b(x, y)). We note the similarity (in the above sense) between the right
triangles △(x,Πpi0(x), b(x, y)) and △(y,Πpi0(y), b(x, y)), where Πpi0(p) is the
foot of the point p on the hyperplane pi0, or, putting it differently, where
Πpi0 : H
n → pi0 is the nearest point projection map. The two triangles
△(x,Πpi0(x), b(x, y)) and △(y,Πpi0(y), b(x, y)) lie in a hyperbolic plane H2
isometrically embedded in Hn which is uniquely determined by the three
points x,Πpi0(x), b(x, y) it contains.
Thus, we have
log
sinh d(x, b(x, y))
sinh d(y, b(x, y))
= log
sinh d(x, pi0)
sinh d(y, pi0)
.
By the above similarity property of triangles, the right hand side of the
equality is independent of the choice of pi0 in P(b(x, y)).
Now by the convexity of Ω, the quantity F (x, y) in Definition 3.1 can
be characterized variationally as follows. Define T (x, ξ, pi) by pi ∩ R(x, y)
with pi ∈ P. Consider the case ξ = ξxy. When the hyperplane pi sup-
ports Ω at b(x, y), we have T (x, ξxy, pi) = b(x, y) and otherwise (when
pi /∈ P(b(x, y))) the point T (x, ξxy, pi) lies outside Ω. When pi /∈ P(b(x, y)), by
the similarity property between the triangles △(x, Fpi(x), T (x, ξxy, pi)) and
△(y, Fpi(y), T (ξxy, pi)) again, we have
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(y, pi)
=
sinh d(x, T (x, ξxy , pi))
sinh d(y, T (x, ξxy, pi))
.
Note that the closest point to x along the ray {expx tξxy | t ≥ 0} of the form
T (x, ξxy, pi) is b(x, y). This in turn says that a hyperplane pi which supports
Ω at b(x, y) maximizes the ratio d(x, T (x, ξxy, pi))/d(y, T (x, ξxy , pi)) among
all the elements of P; that is,
log
sinh d(x, b(x, y))
sinh d(y, b(x, y))
= sup
pi∈P
log
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(y, pi)
.
Hence we have the following characterization of the Funk metric F for
Ω ⊂ Hn:
Theorem 3.2. The Funk metric on a convex subset Ω ⊂ Hn has the follow-
ing variational formulation:
F (x, y) = sup
pi∈P
log
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(y, pi)
.
With this formulation, one can readily see that F (x, y) satisfies the tri-
angle inequality, for
F (x, y) + F (y, z) = sup
pi∈P
log
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(y, pi)
+ sup
pi∈P
log
sinh d(y, pi)
sinh d(z, pi)
≥ sup
pi∈P
(
log
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(y, pi)
+ log
sinh d(y, pi)
sinh d(z, pi)
)
= sup
pi∈P
log
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(z, pi)
= F (x, z)
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Note that the triangle inequality becomes an equality when
sup
pi∈P
log
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(y, pi)
+sup
pi∈P
log
sinh d(y, pi)
sinh d(z, pi)
= sup
pi∈P
(
log
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(y, pi)
+log
sinh d(y, pi)
sinh d(z, pi)
)
is satisfied. For this to occur, we only need to have P(b(x, y))∩P(b(y, z)) 6= ∅.
Indeed, let pi0 be an element of the set P(b(x, y))∩P(b(y, z)) 6= ∅. Then the
boundary points b(x, y) and b(y, z) share the same supporting hyperplane
pi0, and therefore
sup
pi∈P
log
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(y, pi)
= log
sinh d(x, pi0)
sinh d(y, pi0)
,
sup
pi∈P
log
sinh d(y, pi)
sinh d(z, pi)
= log
sinh d(y, pi0)
sinh d(z, pi0)
and
sup
pi∈P
log
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(z, pi)
= log
sinh d(x, pi0)
sinh d(z, pi0)
inducing the equality. The observation is summarized as in the following
proposition. For x and y in Ω, we denote, as before, by R(x) the geodesic
ray starting at x and passing through y.
Proposition 3.3. Let Ω be an open convex subset of Hn such that ∂Ω
contains some hyperbolic geodesic segment σ : [p, q] → H2 which we denote
by pq and let x and z be two distinct points in Ω such that R(x, y)∩ pq 6= ∅.
Let Ω′ be the intersection of Ω with the hyperbolic plane H2 in Hn containing
{x} ∪ pq. Then, for any point y in Ω′ satisfying R(x, y) ∩ pq 6= ∅ and
R(y, z) ∩ pq 6= ∅, we have F (x, y) + F (y, z) = F (x, z).
A notable situation when one has P(b(x, y)) ∩ P(b(y, z)) 6= ∅ is when x, y
and z are collinear, meaning that they lie on a common geodesic, with y lying
between x and z. This in turn says that the hyperbolic geodesics are Funk
geodesics, or – as Hilbert would say – that the Funk metric is projective.
This result is a hyperbolic analogue of Corollary 8.2 of [13].
On the other hand, when pi0 is in the set P(b(x, y)) ∩ P(b(y, z)) and the
three points x, y, z do not lie on a geodesic, the concatenation of the geodesic
segments xy and yz is also a Funk geodesic, a situation occurring when the
boundary set ∂Ω contains a hyperbolic geodesic segment; a statement which
is a hyperbolic analogue of Corollary 8.4 of [13].
We next consider the complementary situation where P(b1)∩P(b2) = ∅ for
any pair of distinct points bi ∈ ∂Ω. Geometrically this characterizes strict
convexity of the domain Ω, namely the boundary ∂Ω contains no closed
line segment. From the preceding argument, it follows that the only way
the equality for the triangle inequality occurs is when the three points x, y
and z are collinear. Hence, for strictly convex domains, the Funk geodesics
consist of line segments only. Equivalently, given a pair of distinct points in
Ω, there is a unique Funk geodesic connecting them. This corresponds to
Corollary 8.8 of [13].
We summarize this in the following
Proposition 3.4. Let Ω be an open convex subset of Hn and let F (x, y) be
its Funk metric. Then,
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(1) the hyperbolic geodesics of Ω are also Funk geodesics;
(2) the Funk geodesics of Ω are hyperbolic geodesics if and only if Ω is
strictly convex, that is, if its boundary does not contain any nonempty
open hyperbolic segment.
There is another proof of Proposition 3.4 that gives at the same time the
triangle inequality for the Funk metric. It imitates the classical proofs of the
triangle inequality given in the case of the Euclidean Funk geometry that
are given in [5] p. 158 and [18] p. 85. We present it in the appendix of this
article.
Let us also note the following
Proposition 3.5. Any hyperbolic geodesic segment starting at a point x in
Ω and ending at a point on ∂Ω is (the image of) a geodesic ray for the Funk
metric on Ω.
Proof. This follows from the formula defining the Funk metric (Definition
3.1) and the fact that the hyperbolic geodesics in Ω are Funk geodesics. 
Example 3.6. Let us consider the particular example of a Funk metric,
where the open convex set Ω is an ideal triangle of H2. We choose the
case of the ideal triangle because such a triangle exists only in hyperbolic
geometry. We can model the triangle to be the region in the upper half
plane bounded by the y-axis, which we call pi1, the line {x = 1}, which we
call pi2 and the semi-circle pi3 connecting the origin and (1, 0) and which is
perpendicular to the real line. The lines pi1, pi2, pi3 are also the supporting
hyperplanes of Ω. Without loss of generality, we suppose that two distinct
points x1 and x2 in Ω are located so that the hyperbolic geodesic ray from
x1 through x2 hits the y-axis pi1 at b(x1, x2), and hence the hyperbolic Funk
distance
F (x1, x2) = max
pi1,pi2,pi3
log
sinh d(x1, pii)
sinh d(x2, pii)
is realized by log
sinh d(x1, pi1)
sinh d(x2, pi1)
. Then an elementary calculation gives an
explicit value of the Funk distance as
F (x1, x2) = log
(1−m21
1−m22
· m2
m1
)
where mi is the absolute value of the slope of the (Euclidean) line segment
connecting xi and the (hyperbolic) foot of xi on the y-axis pi1.
We next consider the infinitesimal linear structure of the Funk metric
F , by identifying it with a Finsler norm on the tangent spaces. We first
recall the Euclidean setting. In this setting, the Funk metric is induced by a
Finsler structure, the tautological weak Finsler structure in the sense of [13],
given by the following Minkowski functional:
pΩ,x(ξ) = sup
pi∈P
‖ξ‖
d(x, T (x, ξ, pi))
.
In this formula, the supremum is achieved when the supporting hyperplane
pi supports Ω at the point where the ray {x + tξ} meets the boundary set
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∂Ω. Using similarity of Euclidean triangles, this can be written as
pΩ,x(ξ) = sup
pi∈P
〈ξ, ηpi〉
d(x, pi)
where ηpi is the unit tangent vector at x with direction opposite to the gradi-
ent vector of the functional d(., pi). We note that the gradient vector field’s
integral curves are the geodesics which meet the supporting hyperplane per-
pendicularly.
The infinitesimal linear structure of the Funk metric is obtained by lin-
earizing the following expressions for a fixed pi ∈ P,
log
d(x, T (x, ξ, pi))
d(α(t), T (x, ξ, pi))
or equivalently log
d(x, pi)
d(α(t), pi)
,
where α : [0,∞) → Rn is a geodesic ray with α(0) = x, α(1) = y and
‖α′(t)‖ = const. and where T (x, ξ, pi) is the point where the geodesic ray
and the hyperplane pi intersect. We then have
‖α′(0)‖
d(x, T (x, α′(0), pi))
or equivalently
〈α′(0), ηpi〉
d(x, pi)
.
In turn, In the hyperbolic space we identify the value of the Minkowski
functional for the Funk metric F as
(1) pΩ,x(ξ) = sup
pi∈P
cosh d(x, T (x, ξ, pi))
sinh d(x, T (x, ξ, pi))
‖ξ‖,
or equivalently as
(2) pΩ,x(ξ) = sup
pi∈P
cosh d(x, pi)
sinh d(x, pi)
〈ηpi(x), ξ〉
where ηpi is the unit tangent vector at x whose direction is opposite to the
one of the gradient vector of the functional d(∗, pi) at x. In this formula,
it is easy to see that the supremum is achieved when the point T (x, ξ, pi)
coincides with a boundary point b ∈ ∂Ω, namely pi ∈ P(T (x, ξ, pi)).
The two representations come from the linearizations of
log
sinh d(x, T (x, ξ, pi))
sinh d(α(t), T (x, ξ, pi))
and log
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(α(t), pi)
respectively, where α : [0,∞)→ Hn is a geodesic ray with α(0) = x, α(1) = y
and ‖α′(t)‖ = const. and whereT (x, ξ, pi) is the point where the geodesic ray
and the hyperplane pi intersect.
In either representation, it is easy to see that the functional is convex
in ξ ∈ TxRn, since the functional pΩ,x is convex (linear in particular) in ξ
for each fixed pi ∈ P, and since by taking the sup over pi, the convexity is
preserved.
Alternatively one can see the convexity of the indicatrix C(x,Ω), that is,
the set of vectors with norm equal to one:
C(x,Ω) := {ξ ∈ TxHn | pΩ,x(ξ) = 1},
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by noting that for ξ1 and ξ2 in C(x,Ω), we have
pΩ,x(
ξ1 + ξ2
2
) = sup
pi∈P
cosh d(x, pi)
sinh d(x, pi)
〈νpi(x), ξ1 + ξ2
2
〉
≤ 1
2
sup
pi∈P
cosh d(x, pi)
sinh d(x, pi)
〈νpi(x), ξ1〉+ 1
2
sup
pi∈P
cosh d(x, pi)
sinh d(x, pi)
〈νpi(x), ξ2〉
=
1
2
+
1
2
= 1.
This says (ξ1 + ξ2)/2 lies inside the indicatrix C(x,Ω), hence the unit ball
of the norm pΩ,x is a convex set in TxΩ.
We now show that the infimum, among all piecewise C1-paths γ with given
endpoints, of the length computed with the Finsler norm pΩ,x coincides with
the Funk metric. Namely:
Theorem 3.7. The Finsler distance d(x, y) induced by the Minkowski func-
tional pΩ,x (1) or (2) coincides with the hyperbolic Funk metric F on Ω ⊂
Hn.
Proof. For a given pair of points x and y in Ω, let α(t) be the hyperbolic
geodesic ray expx tξxy from x through y, and let b(x, y) = T (x, ξxy, pib(x,y))
be the point where this geodesic ray hits the boundary ∂Ω (with the notation
we have been using in the Euclidean case). Then the F -length of the curve
α from x to y is
L(α) =
∫ 1
0
pΩ,α(t)(α
′(t))dt = log
sinh d(x, b(x, y))
sinh d(y, b(x, y))
= F (x, y).
Thus, the Finsler distance d(x, y) = infγ L(γ) is bounded above by the Funk-
type distance F (x, y).
On the other hand, consider the convex set in Hn bounded by the sup-
porting hypersurface pib(x,y) alone. This set has its own Funk metric,
Fpib(x,y)(s, t) := log
sinh d(s, pib(x,y))
sinh d(t, pib(x,y))
There is a simple comparison F (s, t) ≥ Fpib(x,y)(s, t), as F (s, t) is the supre-
mum of log
sinh d(s, pi)
sinh d(t, pi)
over all the supporting hypersurfaces of which pib(x,y)
is one. Hence for the pair (x, y), the value
Fpib(x,y)(x, y) = log
sinh d(x, pib(x,y))
sinh d(y, pib(x,y))
provides a lower bound for F (x, y).
As we have the equality
log
sinh d(x, b(x, y))
sinh d(y, b(x, y))
= log
sinh d(x, pib(x,y))
sinh d(y, pib(x,y))
,
we conclude that d(x, y) = F (x, y). 
We end this section by the following result, which contrasts with the case
of Euclidean geometry:
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Proposition 3.8. Given a point x in Ω, the Funk distance function F (x, y)
is not convex in y.
Proof. Consider a point x in Ω and a constant speed geodesic segment α :
[0, 1]→ Hn with α(0) = y where y is any point in Ω. For a fixed supporting
hyperplane pi of Ω, we denote by ηpi the vector field that is the vector opposite
to the gradient vector field of the functional d(., pi). Then the first and second
derivative of the Funk distance function are given as:
d
dt
log
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(α(t), pi)
=
cosh d(α(t), pi)
sinh d(α(t), pi)
〈α˙(t), ηpi(α(t))〉
and
d2
dt2
log
sinh d(x, pi)
sinh d(α(t), pi)
∣∣∣
t=0
=
1
sinh2 d(y, pi)
〈α˙(0), ηpi(x)〉2
+
cosh d(y, pi)
sinh d(y, pi)
( d
dt
〈α˙(t), ηpi(α(t))〉
∣∣∣
t=0
)
.
Note that the quantity 〈α˙(t), ηpi(α(t))〉 is equal to ‖α˙(t)‖ cos θ(t) where
θ(t) is the angle between the velocity vector α˙(t) and the unit vector ηpi(α(t)),
and that the speed ‖α˙(t)‖ is constant over time. Now the negative sectional
curvature of Hn implies that the angle θ(t) is increasing in t, which in turns
implies
d
dt
〈α˙(t), ηpi(α(t))〉 < 0.
Therefore the value of the second derivative cannot be of a definite sign,
proving the claim. 
It is known ([17]) that in contrast, the Euclidean Funk metric F (x, y) is
convex in y.
3.2. The Funk metric in spherical geometry. We shall use the language
we are used to in Euclidean and hyperbolic geometry, namely, we shall call a
hyperplane a complete totally geodesic codimension-one subspace. Likewise,
a (closed or open) connected component in Sn bounded by a hyperplane is
called a half-space.
The definition of a convex set on the sphere is more delicate than the one
in Euclidean or in hyperbolic space, because given any distinct two points
on the sphere, there are two distinct geodesics (arcs of great circle) joining
them. Even if we insist on geodesics of shortest length, for some pairs of
points of the sphere (namely, for points which are diametrically opposite),
there are two distinct geodesics of shortest length. For this reason, we give
the following
Definition 3.9. A subset Ω of the sphere is said to be convex if Ω is con-
tained in an open half-space and if every pair of points in Ω can be connecetd
by a geodesic which is contained in Ω.
3.3. Definition. Given a convex set Ω in Sn, represent it as ∩pi(b)∈PHpi(b)
where Hpi(b) is a half-space bounded by a hyperplane pi(b) tangent to ∂Ω at
a boundary point b. We call these submanifolds pi(b) supporting hyperplanes
of Ω. The set P indexes the set of all supporting hyperplanes of Ω, and
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the set P(b) ⊂ P denotes the set of supporting hyperplanes at the boundary
point b.
Remark 3.10. We are considering the sphere of radius one, that is, the
space of constant curvature +1. Otherwise, if the curvature is different
from one, a constant factor has to be inserted in the trigonometric formulae.
Then for a point x in the convex set Ω and a hyperplane (great sphere) pi(b)
supporting Ω at a boundary point b ∈ ∂Ω, note that d(x, pi(b)) is at most
pi/2. We also note that unless the point x is the center of the hemisphere
bounded by pi(b), the nearest point projection of x to pi(b) is single valued.
Now we define the Funk metric in spherical geometry. We use the angular
metric on the sphere, and we shall assume that the diameter of the open
convex set Ω is < pi/2 for reasons that will become apparent immediately
after the next definition.
Definition 3.11. For a pair of points x and y in Ω ⊂ Sn, we define the
Funk (asymmetric) metric by
F (x, y) =

log
sin d(x, b(x, y))
sin d(y, b(x, y))
if x 6= y,
0 if x = y
where (as in the Euclidean and the hyperbolic cases) the point b(x, y)
is the first intersection point of the boundary ∂Ω with the geodesic ray
{expx(tξxy | t > 0} from x through y, and ξxy is the unit tangent vector at
x of the arc-length parameterized geodesic connecting x and y.
Note that the sine function is strictly increasing for angles between 0 and
pi/2, and this makes the Funk distance F (x, y) always nonnegative.
We recall that for a given spherical right triangle △(A,B,C) with angles
α, β and γ = pi/2 and with side lengths a, b and c opposite to the vertices
A,B and C respectively, we have the formula
sin b = sin c sin β.
In analogy with the hyperbolic case, we note that choosing a point A′ on the
side c and letting C ′ be its nearest point projection on the side a, we have
another right triangle △(A′, B,C ′) with angles α′, β, γ′, with γ′ = pi/2, and
with side lengths a′, b, c′ opposite to the vertices A′, B and C ′ respectively,
satisfying
sin b′ = sin c′ sinβ.
Again, as the ratios sin b/ sin c and sin b′/ sin c′ are equal to sin β, we regard
the two triangles △(A,B,C) and △(A′, B,C ′) as similar with side lengths
being weighted by the function sin.
Following the same argument as in hyperbolic geometry, we have the
following variational formula for the Funk metric:
Theorem 3.12. The Funk metric (Definition 3.11) on a convex subset Ω ⊂
Sn is also given by:
F (x, y) = sup
pi∈P
log
sin d(x, pi)
sin d(y, pi)
.
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For the sphere, we identify the value of the Minkowski functional for the
Funk metric F as
(3) pΩ,x(ξ) = sup
pi∈P
cos d(x, T (x, ξ, pi))
sin d(x, T (x, ξ, pi))
‖ξ‖,
or equivalently as
(4) pΩ,x(ξ) = sup
pi∈P
cos d(x, pi)
sin d(x, pi)
〈ηpi(x), ξ〉
where ηpi is the unit tangent vector at x whose direction is opposite to the
one of the gradient vector of the functional d(∗, pi) at x. These expressions
appear naturally by following the same argument we have seen for the hy-
perbolic Funk metric. We then have the following analogous statement for
the spherical Funk metric, the proof of which is also almost identical to the
hyperbolic case;
Theorem 3.13. The Finsler distance d(x, y) induced by the Minkowski
functional pΩ,x (3) or (4) coincides with the spherical Funk metric F on
Ω ⊂ Sn.
3.4. Convexity of F (x, y) in the y-variable. Consider a point x in Ω and
a geodesic segment α : [0, 1]→ Sn with α(0) = y where y is any point in Ω.
Then for a fixed great sphere pi, and denoting bf by ηpi the vector field that
is minus the gradient vector field of the functional d(., pi), we have:
d
dt
log
sin d(x, pi)
sin d(α(t), pi)
=
cos d(α(t), pi)
sin d(α(t), pi)
〈α˙(t), ηpi(α(t))〉
and
d2
dt2
log
sin d(x, pi)
sin d(α(t), pi)
∣∣∣
t=0
=
1
sin2 d(y, pi)
〈α˙(0), ηpi(x)〉2
+
cos d(y, pi)
sin d(y, pi)
( d
dt
〈α˙(t), ηpi(α(t))〉
∣∣∣
t=0
)
.
First note that for any p ∈ Ω and any supporting hyperplane pi ∈ P we
have 0 < d(p, pi) < pi/2 as explained in Remark 3.10. Hence the values of
sin d(y, pi) and cos d(y, pi) are strictly positive for all y ∈ Ω and pi ∈ P.
Secondly note that the quantity 〈α˙(t), ηpi(α(t))〉 is equal to ‖α˙(t)‖ cos θ(t)
where θ(t) is the angle between the velocity vector α˙(t) and the unit vector
ηpi(α(t)), and that the speed ‖α˙(t)‖ is constant over time. Now the positive
curvature of Sn implies that the angle θ(t) is decreasing in t, which in turns
implies
d
dt
〈α˙(t), ηpi(α(t))〉 > 0.
Therefore the funtion log
sin d(x, pi)
sin d(α(t), pi)
is convex in t.
Recall that the supremum of a set of convex functions is convex. Hence
as a consequence of the variational formulation
F (x, y) = sup
pi∈P
log
sin d(x, pi)
sin d(y, pi)
.
We have
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Theorem 3.14. The Funk metric F (x, y) defined on a convex set Ω ⊂ Sn
is convex in the y-variable.
Note that the result of Theorem 3.14 contrasts with the cases of hyperbolic
geometry (Proposition 3.8). As we already recalled, in Euclidean geometry,
the Funk metric F (x, y) is convex in y ([17]).
4. Hilbert metrics and their projective geometry
The symmetrization of the hyperbolic and spherical Funk metrics by tak-
ing the arithmetic means provides a new set of Hilbert-type metrics, which
we call the hyperbolic and spherical Hilbert metrics respectively. It is well
known that the geometry of Hilbert metrics defined on convex sets in Rn is
very much related to the projective geometry of Rn+1. We will show below
that the geometry of the hyperbolic/spherical Hilbert metrics, defined on
convex sets of Hn and Sn respectively, are also described in terms of the
projective geometry of Rn+1.
4.1. The Hilbert metric in Hn. Let Ω be an open convex (possibly un-
bounded) subset of Hn.
We symmetrize the Funk metric by taking the arithmetic mean:
H(x, y) =
1
2
(
F (x, y) + F (y, x)
)
=
1
2
log
[sinh d(x, b(x, y))
sinh d(y, b(x, y))
· sinh d(y, b(y, x))
sinh d(x, b(y, x))
]
Definition 4.1. The metric H(x, y) is a Hilbert-type metric on Ω, and we
call it the hyperbolic Hilbert metric of Ω.
For a convex set Ω in Hd, the geodesic segment connecting x and y in Ω
is a Funk geodesic realizing both lengths F (x, y) and F (y, x). This implies
that the geodesic segment is a Hilbert geodesic.
The Hilbert metric satisfies the triangle inequality, obtained by adding
both sides of the following pair of inequalities:
F (x, y) + F (y, z) ≥ F (x, z)
and
F (z, y) + F (y, x) ≥ F (z, x)
For any two points x and y inX, since the ength of the hyperbolic geodesic
segment joining them realizes both distances F (x, y) and F (y, x), it is is
also a Hilbert geodesic. The criterion for uniquenss of geodesics joining two
points is the same as the one in the Euclidean case. More precisely, we have:
Proposition 4.2 (Hilbert geodesics). For any convex subset Ω of Hn, the
following holds:
(1) the hyperbolic geodesic segments are Hilbert geodesics;
(2) the hyperbolic geodesics are the unique Hilbert geodesics joining their
endpoints if and only if there does not exist in ∂Ω two hyperbolic
geodesic segments of nonempty interior which span a 2-dimensional
totally geodesic subspace.
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4.2. The Hilbert metric in Sn. We now consider the spherical coun-
terpart. We define the spherical Hilbert metric H(x, y) as an arithmetic
symmetrization of the spherical Funk metric. We obtain a formula which
is analogous to the formula of the hyperbolic Hilbert metric, except that in
the formula for the spherical case, one repplaces the sinh function by the
sine function. We assume that the convex set Ω is contained in an open
hemisphere. Unlike the case of the Funk spherical metric, we do not need
any more that Ω be contained in a sphere of diameter < pi2, for the value
H(x, y) is always nonnegative.
Definition 4.3 (The spherical Hilbert metric). For x and y in Ω, the spher-
ical Hilbert metric is defined by the formula
H(x, y) =
1
2
(
F (x, y) + F (y, x)
)
=
1
2
log
(sin d(x, b(x, y))
sin d(y, b(x, y))
· sin d(y, b(y, x))
sin d(x, b(y, x))
)
Proposition 4.2 also holds in the spherical case, with spherical geodesics
replacing hyperbolic geodesics in the statement.
4.3. Cross ratio on Sn and Hn . Having introduced the Hilbert metrics
on Hn and Sn, we note that the quantities inside the logarithm are called
cross ratio and that they encode a projective geometric information, which
relates the three geometries of Rn, Sn and Hn. We shall explain this in
detail. We remark here that even though one can define signed cross ratio
by considering orientation of the geodesic segments, in this article we will be
concerned only with unsigned cross ratio, meaning that its values are always
positive.
We start by recalling some classical facts. In the Euclidean plane R2,
consider four ordered distinct lines l1, l2, l3, l4 in the plane that are con-
current at a point A and let l be a line that intersects these four lines at
points A1, A2, A3, A4 respectively. Then it is well known that the cross ratio
[A2, A3, A4, A1] of the ordered quadruple A1, A2, A3, A4 does not depend on
the choice of the line l′. We say that the cross ratio is a projectivity invari-
ant. Thus it follows that the projective transformations of Rn, leaving a
convex set Ω invariant, are isometries of the Hilbert metric of Ω.
As a matter of fact, Menelaus (Alexandria, 2nd century A.D.) considered
the above property not only on the Euclidean plane, but also on the sphere,
where the lines are the spherical geodesics, which are the great circles of
the sphere. Once there is a parallel between the Euclidean geometry and
the spherical geometry, it is natural to expect to have the corresponding
statement for the hyperbolic geometry. We now define the cross ratio for
the three geometries.
Definition 4.4. Consider a geodesic line in Euclidean, hyperbolic and
spherical geometry respectively, and let A1, A2, A3, A4 be four ordered pair-
wise distinct points on that line. We define the cross ratio [A1, A2, A3, A4],
in the Euclidean case, by:
[A2, A3, A4, A1]e :=
A2A4
A3A4
· A3A1
A2A1
,
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in the hyperbolic case, by:
[A2, A3, A4, A1]h :=
sinhA2A4
sinhA3A4
· sinhA3A1
sinhA2A1
,
and in the spherical case, by:
[A2, A3, A4, A1]s :=
sinA2A4
sinA3A4
· sinA3A1
sinA2A1
,
where AiAj stands for the distance between the pair of points Ai and Aj,
which is equal to the length of the line segment joining them. (For this,
we shall assume that in the case of spherical geometry the four points lie
on a hemisphere; instead, we could work in the elliptic space, that is, the
quotient of the sphere by its canonical involution.)
In the Appendix, we will present a proof of the fact that the quantity
sinh d(x, b(x, y))
sinh d(y, b(x, y))
· sinh d(y, b(y, x))
sinh d(x, b(y, x))
is a projective invariant in Hn. However, we now give another proof of the
projective invariance using the geometry of the ambient space Rn+1 for the
projective model.
4.4. Perspectivity and Hilbert metric isometries. We denote by Un
the open upper hemisphere of Sn equipped with the induced metric. Let X
and X ′ belong to the set {Rn,Hn, Un}. We now define a category of maps,
which provides isometries with respect to the Hilbert geometries.
Definition 4.5. A map P : X → X ′ is a perspectivity, or a perspective-
preserving transformation if it preserves geodesics and if it preserves the
cross ratio of quadruples of points on geodesics.
(We note that these are classical terms, see e.g. Hadamard [8] or Buse-
mann [5]. We also note that such maps arise indeed in perspective drawing.)
The obvious examples of perspectivities are the projective transformations
of Rn to itself. In what follows, using well-known projective models in Rn+1
of hyperbolic space Hn and of the sphere Sn, we define natural homeomor-
phisms between Rn, Hn and the open upper hemisphere of Sn which are
perspective-preserving transformations. The proofs are elementary and are
based on first principles of geometry.
In [15], we showed that these three cross-ratios are the manifestation of the
same entity; they are obtained from each other via projection maps between
familiar representatives of the three geometries in Rn+1. More specifically,
the sphere Sn is the set of unit vectors in Rn+1 with respect to the Euclidean
norm
‖x‖2e := x21 + · · · + x2n + x2n+1 = 1
and the hyperbolic space Hn is the set of “vectors of imaginary norm i” with
xn+1 > 0 in R
n+1 with respect to the Minkowski norm
‖x‖2m := x21 + · · ·+ x2n − x2n+1 = −1
These models of the two constant curvature spaces are called “projective”
for the geodesics in the curved spaces are realized as the intersection of the
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unit sphere with the two-dimensional subspace of Rn+1 through the origin
of this space.
Let Ps be the projection map from the origin of R
n+1 sending the hyper-
plane {xn+1 = 1} ⊂ Rn+1 onto the open upper hemisphere Un of Sn.
Let Ph be the projection map from the origin of R
n+1 of the unit disc of
the hyperplane {xn+1 = 1} ⊂ Rn+1 onto the hyperboloid Hn ⊂ Rn+1.
In [15], we proved the following:
Theorem 4.6 (Spherical Case). The map Ps is a perspectivity. In partic-
ular, the projection map Ps preserves the values of the cross ratio; namely
for a set of four ordered pairwise distinct points A1, A2, A3, A4 aligned on a
great circle in the upper hemisphere, we have
[Ps(A2), P2(A3), Ps(A4), Ps(A1)]s = [A2, A3, A4, A1]e.
As the proof is short and elementary, we will include it.
Proof. Let u, v be the two points on the hyperplane {xn+1 = 1} and Ps(u) =:
[u], Ps(v) =: [v] be the points in U , and d([u], [v]) be the spherical distance
between them. Let ‖x‖ be the Euclidean norm of the vector x ∈ Rn+1. We
show that
sin d([u], [v]) =
‖u− v‖
‖u‖‖v‖ .
This follows from the following trigonometric relations:
sin d([u], [v]) = sin
[
cos−1
( u
‖u‖ ·
v
‖v‖
)]
=
√
1− cos2
[
cos−1
( u
‖u‖ ·
v
‖v‖
)]
=
√
1− ( u‖u‖ ·
v
‖v‖
)2
=
1
‖u‖‖v‖
√
‖u‖2‖v‖2 − (u · v)2
=
1
‖u‖‖v‖ × (area of parallelogram spanned by u and v)
=
‖u− v‖
‖u‖‖v‖ .
Now for a set of four ordered pairwise distinct pointsA1, A2, A3, A4 aligned
on a great circle in the upper hemisphere, their spherical cross ratio [A2, A3, A4, A1]e
is equal to the Euclidean cross ratio [Ps(A2), Ps(A3), Ps(A4), Ps(A1)]s;
sin d([A2], [A4])
sin d([A3], [A4])
·sin d([A3], [A1])
sin d([A2], [A1])
=
‖A2−A4‖
‖A2‖‖A4‖
‖A3−A4‖
‖A3‖‖A4‖
·
‖A3−A1‖
‖A3‖‖A1‖
‖A2−A1‖
‖A2‖‖A1‖
=
‖A2 −A4‖
‖A3 −A4‖·
‖A3 −A1‖
‖A2 −A1‖

Theorem 4.7 (Hyperbolic Case). The map Ph is a perspectivity. In partic-
ular, the projection map Ph preserves cross ratios, namely for a set of four
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ordered pairwise distinct points A1, A2, A3, A4 aligned on a geodesic in the
upper hyperbolid, we have
[Ph(A2), Ph(A3), Ph(A4), Ph(A1)]h = [A2, A3, A4, A1]e.
We quote the proof in [15].
Proof. We follow the spherical case, where the sphere of the unit radius in
Rn+1 is replaced by the upper sheet of the sphere of radius i, namely the
hyperboloid in Rn,1. Let u, v be the two points on the hyperplane {x0 = 1}.
and Ph(u) =: [u], Ph(v) =: [v] be the points in the hyperboloid, or, equiva-
lently, the time-like vectors of unit (Minkowski) norm. Denote by d([u], [v])
the hyperbolic length between the points and let ‖x‖ be the Minkowski norm
of the vector x ∈ Rn,1. We will show that
sinh d([u], [v]) = −‖u− v‖‖u‖‖v‖ .
Note that the number on the right hand side is positive, for ‖u‖, ‖v‖ are
positive imaginary numbers, and u − v is a purely space-like vector, on
which the Minkowski norm of Rn,1 and the Euclidean norm of Rn coincide.
This follows from the following trigonometric relations
sinh d([u], [v]) = sinh
[
cosh−1
( u
‖u‖ ·
v
‖v‖
)]
=
√
cosh2
[
cosh−1
( u
‖u‖ ·
v
‖v‖
)]
− 1
=
√( u
‖u‖ ·
v
‖v‖
)2 − 1
=
√−1
‖u‖‖v‖
√
‖u‖2‖v‖2 − (u · v)2
=
√−1
‖u‖‖v‖
√−1× (area of parallelogram spanned by u and v)
= −‖u− v‖‖u‖‖v‖ .
The formula√
‖u‖2‖v‖2 − (u · v)2 = √−1× (area of parallelogram spanned by u and v)
is as stated in Thurston’s notes (Section 2.6 [16]). Now by the same argu-
ment as in the spherical case, the hyperbolic cross ratio [A2, A3, A4, A1]e is
equal to the Euclidean cross ratio [P (A2), P (A3), P (A4), P (A1)]h. 
In the second paragraph of §4.3, we have already referred to the notion
of projectivity invariance for the cross ratio in Euclidean space. We extend
this notion tp the cross ratio in the spherical and hyperbolic spaces, by using
the same definition. In the case of the sphere, we restrict to configurations
where all the points considered are contained in an open hemisphere. From
this we have easily the following classical result, going back to Menelaus in
the spherical case:
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Corollary 4.8. The spherical and hyperbolic cross ratios are projectivity
invariants.
This follows from the facts that the projection map Ps and Ph are both
perspective-preserving transformations, and that cross ratio in the Euclidean
space is a projectivity invariant.
By translating these results in the language of Hilbert geometry, we have:
Corollary 4.9 (Spherical Case). Consider an open convex set Ω in Sn ⊂
Rn+1 contained in the upper hemisphere {‖x‖2e = 1, xn+1 > 0}, and let H
be the spherical Hilbert metric of Ω. Let Ω˜ be the image of projection P
of Ω from the origin onto the hyperplane {xn+1 = 1}, an open convex set
in the plane with its Euclidean Hilbert metric H˜. Then the projection map
P : (Ω,H)→ (Ω˜, H˜) is an isometry.
Corollary 4.10 (Hyperbolic Case). Consider an open convex set Ω in Hn ⊂
Rn,1 where the inclusion is the isometric embedding of Hn as the hyperboloid
{‖x‖2m = −1}, x0 > 0}, and let H be the hyperbolic Hilbert metric of Ω. Let
Ω˜ be the image of projection P of Ω from the origin onto the hyperplane
{x0 = 1}, an open convex set in the plane with its Euclidean Hilbert metric
H˜. Then the projection map P : (Ω,H)→ (Ω˜, H˜) is an isometry.
4.5. On Hilbert’s Problem IV. We already mentioned Hilbert’s Fourth
Problem. Since the projection maps defined in §4.4 between the the Eu-
clidean plane Rn, the upper hemisphere Un ⊂ Sn and the hyperbolic plane
Hn preserve convexity and send lines to lines, Hilbert’s problem IV in the
three spaces of constant curvature amount to one and the same problem.
4.6. Projective transformations as isometries of Hilbert metrics.
We remark that by Corollaries 4.9 and 4.10 , which state that the projec-
tion maps Ph and Ps are perspectivities, each convex set Ω ⊂ Hn corresponds
to a convex set P−1h (Ω) ⊂ Rn with the hyperbolic Hilbert metric HΩ iso-
metric to the Euclidean Hilbert metric H
P−1
h
(Ω), and that each convex set
Ω′ ⊂ Un ⊂ Sn corresponds to a convex set P−1s (Ω′) with HΩ′ isometric to
HP−1s (Ω′). We also note that although the set P
−1
h (Ω) is always properly
contained in the unit ball in Rn by construction, by recalling that Euclidean
homotheties are isometries of Hilbert metrics, the size of P−1h (Ω) is irrelevant
in characterizing the Hilbert metrics.
As a simple application of this phenomenon, we note the following exam-
ple of Hilbert geometry:
4.6.1. Hilbert metrics as models of the hyperbolic plane. Denote by DnR ⊂
{xn+1 = 1} a disk of radius R > 0 centred at the origin of the Euclidean
plane. By restricting the inverse map of Ps to the disk DR, we obtain a map
from this disk into the sphere Sn. For R < 1, by restricting the inverse map
of Ph to DR, we obtain a map from this disk into the hyperboloid/hyperbolic
space Hn. These maps are isometries for the Hilbert metrics as seen in Corol-
laries 4.9 and 4.10. Since the disk DnR equipped with its Hilbert metric is a
model of hyperbolic geometry (the Beltrami-Klein model), we obtain in this
way new models of hyperbolic space which sit in hyperbolic space and in the
sphere respectively. We call such models generalized Beltrami-Klein models,
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since they are defined using the spherical and the hyperbolic cross ratios
respctively. Thus we identify, in each of the positively/negatively curved
spaces, a nested family of geodesic balls as models of the hyperbolic space.
Note that the limit of these models in Sn and in Hn as the radius R goes to
pi/2 and ∞ respectively, is the upper cap Un and the entire space Hn whose
Hilbert metrics, if we define them by the formula we used for proper open
convex subsets, are identically zero.
An immediate consequence of the fact that the generalized cross ratio is
a projective invariant is that a projective transformation φ of Rn, Hn or Sn
(see Corollary 4.8 and Appendix) induces an isometry of the Hilbert metric
HΩ of a convex set Ω, namely the following two spaces are isometric via φ:
(Ω,HΩ) ∼=isom (φ(Ω),Hφ(Ω))
Here a projective transformation is a diffeomorphism of the space form Rn,
Hn or Sn, sending geodesics to geodesics, induced by a linear map of the
ambient space Rn+1 of the projective models of the three spaces. Every
isometry of the space forms Rn, Hn and Sn is trivially a projective trans-
formation.
In Rn, the set of linear projective transformation is exactly the general lin-
ear group GL(n,R), a strictly larger set than the set of the linear isometries
O(n).
In hyperbolic geometry, however, each projective transformation is an
isometry of the space. Indeed, a projective transformation of the hyperbolic
space Hn, sending each hyperbolic geodesic to a hyperbolic geodesic, is a
map which sends a circle to a circle when the hyperbolic space is modeled
on the open unit ball in Rn. But such a map is known to be an isometry of
Hn. Hence,
Theorem 4.11. Given a convex set Ω in the hyperbolic space, a diffeo-
morphism φ is an isometry of the Hilbert metric, namely, (Ω,HΩ) ∼=isom
(φ(Ω),Hφ(Ω)) if and only if φ is a hyperbolic isometry.
In spherical geometry, on the other hand, each projective transformation
of Sn can be regarded as an element of the general linear group GL(n +
1,R) as the transformation should send each great circle of Sn to a great
circle, which corresponds to a linear self map of Rn+1, for it sends each
hyperplane containing the origin to another, where each of those hyperplanes
corresponds to a great sphere in Sn. Therefore we have the following;
Theorem 4.12. Given a convex set Ω in Sn, each element φ of GL(n+1,R)
induces an isometry of the Hilbert metric HΩ; (Ω,HΩ) ∼=isom (φ(Ω),Hφ(Ω)).
This observation in effect says that among the three geometries of Rn, Hn
and Sn, the Hilbert geometries of convex sets on each space are mutually
identifiable. In light of this, we can state the following:
Corollary 4.13. The isometries of a Hilbert metric defined on a convex set
in one of the spaces Rn, Sn,Hn are always realized as those induced from the
isometries of Hn.
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Appendix
Classical proofs of some results in projective geometry
on Hn and Sn
4.7. Projective invariance of cross ratio. We recall the following well-
known formulae for the purpose of highlighting the analogy (at the formal
level) between the three geometries, and because we shall use these formulae
below in the invariance of the cross ratio.
Proposition 4.14 (Sine Rule). Given a triangle ABC with sides a, b, c
opposite to the angles A,B,C respectively, we have, in the case where the
triangle is Euclidean:
a
sinA
=
b
sinB
=
c
sinC
,
in the case where the triangle is spherical:
sin a
sinA
=
sin b
sinB
=
sin c
sinC
,
and in the case where the triangle is hyperbolic:
sinh a
sinA
=
sinh b
sinB
=
sinh c
sinC
.
For the proof, and for other trigonometric formulae in hyperbolic trigonom-
etry we refer the reader to [1] where the proofs are given in a model-free
setting. In such a setting the proofs work as well in the spherical geometry
case.
We now present a few results in the setting of hyperbolic geometry. The
proofs are based on the Sine Rule and they mimic the proofs of corresponding
results in Euclidean geometry. From our point of view, the fact that is most
interesting is the formal analogy and the results and the formulas in the
three cases : Euclidean, hyperbolic and spherical.
Proposition 4.15. Let ABC be a hyperbolic triangle. We join A by a
geodesic to a point D on the line BC. Then we have
sinhDC
sinhBD
=
sin D̂AC
sin B̂AD
· sinB
sinC
.
PSfrag replacements
B
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Figure 2.
Proof. There proof is independent of whether the point D is between B and
C, or C is between D and B, or B is between C and D.
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Applying the sine rule in the triangle DAC, we have
sinhDC
sinhAD
=
sin ĈAD
sinC
.
Applying the sine rule in the triangle BAD, we have
sinhAD
sinhBD
=
sinB
sin B̂AD
.
From the last two equations, we obtain
sinhDC
sinhBD
=
sin D̂AC
sin B̂AD
· sinB
sinC
.
This proves Proposition 4.15. 
Proposition 4.16. Consider four ordered distinct geodesic lines l1, l2, l3, l4
intersecting at a point A and let l be a geodesic line intersecting l1, l2, l3, l4
at points A1, A2, A3, A4 respectively. Then we have
sinhA2A4
sinhA3A4
· sinhA3A1
sinhA2A1
=
sin Â2AA4
sin Â3AA4
· sin Â3AA1
sin Â2AA1
.
PSfrag replacements
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Proof. We refer to Figure 3. Using Proposition 4.15, we have
sinhA2A4
sinhA3A4
=
sin Â2AA4
sin Â3AA4
· sinA3
sinA2
.
Using again Proposition 4.15, we have
sinhA3A1
sinhA2A1
=
sin Â3AA1
sin Â2AA1
· sinA2
sinA3
.
This implies
sinhA2A4
sinhA3A4
· sinhA3A1
sinhA2A1
=
sin Â2AA4
sin Â3AA4
· sin Â3AA1
sin Â2AA1
.
This proves Proposition 4.16. 
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Corollary 4.17 (Cross ratio invariance in hyperbolic geometry). Consider
four ordered distinct geodesics l1, l2, l3, l4 in the hyperbolic plane that are
concurrent at a point A and let l be a geodesic that intersects these four
lines at points A1, A2, A3, A4 respectively. Then the cross ratio of the ordered
quadruple A1, A2, A3, A4 does not depend on the choice of the line l
′.
Proof. By Proposition 4.16, the cross ratio of the quadruple A1, A2, A3, A4
depends only on the angles that are made by the lines l1, l2, l3, l4. 
The result of Corollary 4.17 is a hyperbolic analogue of the result saying
that the Eucidean cross ratio is a projective invariant. We now present the
theorem of Menelaus in hyperbolic geometry which is used in section 3.1,
with a proof based on the Sine Rule.1
PSfrag replacements
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Figure 4. The theorem of Menelaus says that three points
A′, B′, C′ on the lines containing the sides BC,AC,AB of a tri-
angle are aligned if and only they satisfy the relation in Proposition
4.18.
Proposition 4.18 (Menelaus’ Theorem in the hyperbolic plane). Let ABC
be a triangle in the hyperbolic plane ad let A′, B′, C ′ be three points on
the lines containing the sides BC,AC,AB. Then, the points A′, B′, C ′ are
aligned if and only if we have the relation
sinhAC ′
sinhAB′
· sinhBA
′
sinhBC ′
· sinhCB
′
sinhA′C
= 1
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of this theorem in the Euclidean
case. We just consider prove here the “only if” direction in order to show how
one can use the hyperbolic sine rule instead of the Euclidean one. Needless
to say, the proof works as well in the spherical case, with sinh replaced by
sin.
We consider the case of Figure 4.
1Menelaus (2nd century A.D.) in his Sphaerica gave the theorem in the Euclidean and
in the spherical cases. There are several proofs of that theorem, and the proof that we give
is certainly not the original proof given by Menelaus, since he did not have the Sine Rule
at his disposal. In fact, Menelaus did not formulate his theorem in terms of sines, but of
chords. We recall by the way the notion of sine was introduced by the Arabs in the ninth
century, who also discovered the Sine Rule, in Euclidean and in spherical geometry. Let
us also note that a modern formulation of the theorem involves algebraic ratios and not
just distances, and in this setting the right hand side of the equality given in Proposition
4.18 is −1 instead of 1.
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In the triangle AB′C ′, the Sine Rule gives:
sin ÂB′C ′
sin ÂC ′B′
=
sinhAC ′
sinhAB′
.
In the triangle BC ′A′, the Sine Rule gives:
sin B̂C ′A′
sin B̂A′C ′
=
sinhBA′
sinhBC ′
.
In the triangle CA′B′, the Sine Rule gives:
sin ĈA′B′
sin Â′B′C
=
sinhCB′
sinhA′C
.
Multiplying the three sides of the last three equations and using the fact
that sin ÂB′C ′ = sin Â′B′C and sin B̂C ′A′ = sin ÂC ′B′, we obtain
1 =
sinhAC ′
sinhAB′
· sinhBA
′
sinhBC ′
· sinhCB
′
sinhA′C
,
which is the desired equality.

The spherical case of all these results can be done in a similar way; the
function sinh should be replaced in this case by the function sin.
4.8. An alternative proof of the triangle inequality for F (x, y). The
proof uses a drawing (Figure 5) and Menelaus’ Theorem (cf. Proposition
4.18). We present it here, using the notation of [18].
Let x, y, z be three points in Ω. In the case where the three points are
collinear (that is, if they are on a common hyperbolic geodesic), we know
that the triangle inequality is satisfied, and that it is an equality, that is, we
have F (x, y)+F (y, z) = F (x, z) if x, y, z lie in that order on the line. Assume
now the three points are not collinear and let a, b, c, d, e, f the intersections
with ∂Ω of the lines xz, yx and zy, with the orders of the various quadruples
of collinear points represented in Figure 5.
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By the cross ratio invariance in hyperbolic geometry (Proposition 4.17),
we have
sinhxc
sinh yc
· sinh dy
sinh dx
=
sinhxb′
sinh gb′
· sinh a
′g
sinh a′x
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and
sinh ye
sinh ze
· sinh fz
sinh fy
=
sinh gb′
sinh zb′
· sinh a
′z
sinh a′g
.
Multiplying both sides of these two equations, we get
sinhxc
sinh yc
· sinh ye
sinh ze
=
sinhxb′
sinh zb′
· sinh a
′z
sinh a′x
· sinh dx
sinh dy
· sinh fy
sinh fz
.
By the Theorem of Menelaus (Theorem 4.18) applied to the triangle fa′z,
we have
sinh dx
sinh dy
· sinh fy
sinh fz
=
sinh a′x
sinh a′z
.
This gives
sinhxc
sinh yc
· sinh ye
sinh ze
=
sinhxb′
sinh zb′
≥ sinhxb
sinh zb
,
and the inequality is strict unless b = b′. From this we see that the inequality
is strict for all x, y, z unless ∂Ω contains a hyperbolic segment. This gives
the desired result.
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